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Telemedicine allows collaborative activities between health professionals for the deployment of medical procedures carried out remotely by means of device using information and communication technologies. This article focuses on the Teleexpertise that allows collaboration between medical professionals in order to share knowledge and expert advices used as explanation elements for decision support. We propose a conceptual model integrating the FIPA (Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents) Contract Net Protocol which permits to collect medical professionals’ answers for a request for teleexpertise in an efficient manner. Our model satisfies four requirements (coverage, QoS (Quality of Service) guarantees and prioritisation, mobility and roaming, service usability) on the configuration and operation of the underlying network and the services. Therefore, we provide an operational assistance by improvement of the networks quality of service via interoperable web services. Finally, we hope to bring a tangible contribution on the implementation of this suggested conceptualization that will allow to generate relevant and action-oriented findings.

1. Introduction

Telemedicine is the fact to use telecommunications and information technologies to provide health at a distance by gathering images and information for diagnosis, treatment, follow-up and monitoring.

Telemedicine is very helpful in several areas such as: rural area (Barjis et al., 2013) where medical expert advices are not very often available, critical area to provide quick health care.

Telemedicine is declined in five acts (DGOS, 2012) that are listed below:

- Teleconsultation: it allows a medical professional to consult a patient remotely.
- Teleexpertise: it allows a medical professional to seek remotely some opinions to his fellows who have the relevant training and skills. It can be achieved outside the presence of the patient.
- Telemonitoring: it allows a medical professional to monitor and supervise a patient remotely.
- Teleassistance: it allows a medical professional to assist remotely another medical professional during an intervention.
- Medical response: it is used to provide quick and efficient emergency services. The paramedics support the medical response of both air and ground ambulances.
Today with the rising of mobile devices many companies and research Institutes are trying to propose innovative solutions in the field of telemedicine adapted to mobile devices context. For example since 2009, the World Health Organisation (WHO) has been publishing reports covering initiatives and mobile health (Iwayaa et al., 2013). The mHealth Alliance (mHA), hosted by United Nations Foundation, is another institution who aims to maximise the impact of mobile health, especially in emerging economies, by ensuring interoperability and promoting open standards (Iwayaa et al., 2013). Actually, the mobile phone has been recognised as a possible tool of telemedicine since it became commercially available (Hung and Zhang, 2003). In this paper we follow this way i.e. proposing solutions including mobile devices related to the telemedicine.

In this study we will focus on the problem of telemedicine & interoperability between many devices such as laptop, desktop, mobile devices, . . .

In the rest of this paper, we talk first about the objective we want to reach, second the state of art to show what has been already done, finally the others sections (Materials and methods, Results, Discussion) show how we try to reach our objective.

2. Objective

Nowadays the number of mobile devices is rising increasingly. These devices are being part of human being life because they are multi task, they can be used everywhere and every time and are more and more efficient.

By the definition of telemedicine, it allows the use of telecommunication and information systems and it permits collaboration between medical professionals. Telemedicine is value-adding, with the strength and responsiveness of practitioners supporting remote patients or other practitioners. Particularly, the teleexpertise is most likely to exhibit value added services through sharing of expertise, consensus-building and exchange of good practices. Thus our goal in this work is to bring innovative solutions to solve the problem of interoperability and to improve the networks quality of services on mobiles devices by using interoperable web services. Achieving this goal will permit to medical professionals to gain in efficiency.

3. State of the art

3.1. Concept of interoperability

Interoperability is neither the consistency nor the integration in one same system, even if it may however contribute. It concerns exchanges between computer applications, that these are located on the same computer or another player. For the European Committee for standardisation, interoperability is “a state between two applications when, for a specific task, an application can accept data from the other to perform this requires appropriate and satisfactory manner without this an external operator intervention” (Altran, 2010).

The main problem of Interoperability is the nature of exchanged data because these data come from multiples sources. The information circulating are more and more issued by the technical systems: sensors, cameras etc., and communications between human beings and the complexity of their relationships, they also pass by a series of systems, the keyboard on the phone through the cameras (Altran, 2010). The information systems have to handle these data regardless their sources.

According to Adebesin et al. (2013) there are four levels of interoperability:

- **Technical level**: It permits heterogeneous systems to exchange data, but it does not ensure that the receiving system with be able to use the exchanged data in a meaningful manner.
- **Syntactic level**: It ensures the preservation of the clinical purpose of the data during transmission among healthcare systems.
- **Semantic level**: It permits multiple systems to interpret the information that has been exchanged in a similar manner through pre-defined shared meaning of concepts.
- **Organisational level**: It makes easy the integration of business processes and workflows beyond the limits of a single organisation.

These levels are illustrated in Fig. 1. In Adebesin et al. (2013), the authors talk about many standards around healthcare, and also make a mapping of these standards with the four levels of interoperability cited above. Messaging standards are generally aimed at supporting syntactic interoperability through the transmission of structured messages, while those classified under structure and content address interoperability both at the syntactic and semantic levels by specifying the structure of clinical documents that contain both coded and free text data. Clinical terminologies and codes are used to prevent ambiguity in the use of medical terms, thereby ensuring the same interpretation of clinical data, irrespective of the application that is receiving the data. For more details about the correspondence of interoperability levels and standards see Fig. 2.

3.2. Solving interoperability issues

In Altran (2010), the authors try to solve the interoperability problem layer by layer. They give in each layer which technologies can be used. They divided their illustration into nine layers that are listed below:
- **Physical level, network**: This level is never specific to health. It unifies around Internet and mobile technologies but can evolve, as demonstrated by the developments in the mobile. Finally, the business needs (for a new service, for example) must be treated as independently as possible.

- **Transport and communication protocols**: At the international level, coordination occurs in EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) structures which have been introduced and established between professionals and regulatory Web sectors (UN/CEFACT, ebXML).

- **Process and business system exchange**: This level is supported in health by the international organisation called IHE (Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise) whose role is to define “integration profiles” for different processes.
• **Documents and messages structure**: This level is defined by standards such as HL7 (Health Level 7), DICOM (Digital Image Communication). There is also IHE which defines integrations profiles between HL7 and DICOM systems.

• **Definition and information structure**: Whether it is an observation or a medical Act, the mandatory elements are included in a manner that is scientifically sound and ethically acceptable.

• **Semantics**: An effort is being revived on the integration of semantics terminologies in information systems. Examples of universal standard terminologies are: SNOMED (Systematised Nomenclature of Medicine) and for indexation, storage, retrieval, and aggregation of medical data across specialties; LOINC (Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes) for identifying medical laboratory observations.

• **Ergonomics**: Its importance is often underestimated. The standards for presentation and disclosure of information will be required for all cases where a human actor will be involved in activities actively or passively.

• **Security**: It is a global approach and must be the subject of an independent reflection, a protection of personal data and safe interaction with the technologies. We must ensure an equivalent level of protection of patients’ personal data in line with international standards on fundamental rights, privacy and the legitimate interest of legal persons.

• **Computer languages**: They facilitate the work on information management mechanisms and their dependability, dynamic update processes, advanced procedures and formalised principles for interoperability to support organisational and functional purposes in dynamic and mobile environments.

These different layers are illustrated in Fig. 3.

Unlike the previous paragraph, European Community organises the implementation of standards for interoperability according to three levels (DGOS, 2012) instead of nine in Altran (2010):

- **The high level**: This level concerns the specifications defined by the national and territorial projects;
- **The intermediate level**: It concerns the profiles of integration to meet the main challenges;
- **The low level**: It concerns the standards (HL7, DICOM, IEEE, W3C, Oasis, …), interfaces between systems.

### 3.3. Solving interoperability problems by FIPA Contract Net Protocol

The Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) is an international organisation that dedicated to promoting the industry of intelligent agents by openly developing specifications supporting interoperability among agents and agent-based applications. This occurs through open collaboration among its member organisations, which are companies and universities that are active in the field of agents. FIPA makes the results of its activities available to all interested parties and intends to contribute its results to the appropriate formal standards bodies (FIPA).

The FIPA Contract Net Protocol is an interaction protocol for task allocation (Liekna et al., 2012) respecting FIPA specifications. It is designed for distributing one task among a number of agents (Knabe et al., 2002). In this protocol there are two types of agents:

Fig. 3. Independant layers (Altran, 2010).
• **Initiator**: The manager agent which has some tasks to perform.
• **Participants**: The other agents which participate in ongoing and future planned tasks.

At any time, any agent can be an Initiator, Participant or both. The flow of the protocol is the following (See figure below for the UML\(^1\) protocol diagram.) The initiator asks for proposals from other agents by issuing a Call for Proposals (CFP) that specifies the tasks and any additional conditions for its execution. Participants receiving the CFP are potential contractors and can submit their proposals to perform task that includes preconditions of the execution of the task like price, time, and technical performance when the task will be done or any other precondition. Alternatively, agents may refuse to answer to a CFP where it considers the request unnecessary in the circumstances. As soon as the deadline passes, the initiator evaluates the received proposals and selects agents to perform the task. It can choose one, several or none if there are no satisfactory proposals. The agent(s) of the selected proposal(s) will be sent acceptance notification, and the remaining agents will receive rejections. As soon as the initiator accepts the proposal, the participant has a commitment to carry out the task, i.e. the proposal is binding to the participant. After completing the task the participant sends the completion message to the initiator that can be either information that the task is done or a recorded description of the results contained in the completed task report. In case of failure a corresponding message is sent. Additionally, not-understood messages can be sent at any moment of the protocol in case the agent did not understand the previous message (FIPA; Liekna et al., 2012).

Concerning the goal we want to reach, this protocol is not very suitable for collaboration between medical professionals because as it said in Liekna et al. (2012): “in general the Contract NET protocol allows finding the most suitable agent for a single task by comparing proposals submitted by agents. Still it is not clear how to use it optimally for multiple tasks at the same time”. We want to collect the proposals of all medical professionals participating in the collaboration. But we can reuse the principle used in FIPA Contract Net protocol to establish communication between agents and also the principle used to collect the agents’ proposals. Fig. 4 illustrates how the FIPA Contract Net protocol operates.

3.4. Mobile telemedicine

Mobile telemedicine is the fact of using wireless communication services to deliver a medical service (Batistatos et al., 2012). Many works have been achieved concerning this field, for example in Batistatos et al. (2012) the authors proposed a solution of mobile telemedicine in the context of moving vehicle (ambulance). In Kulkarni and Ozturk (2011), the authors proposed a solution called mPHASIS. This solution is designed to be pervasive and ubiquitous (Kulkarni and Ozturk, 2011). It is also a complementary solution for the hospital information system in the sense that it can be coupled to hospital information system by the use of webservices (Kulkarni and Ozturk, 2011). In Lai et al. (2009), it is proposed a mobile telemedicine solution based on wireless multi-hop. This solution permits to provide home care monitoring applications for elderly persons.

4. Materials and methods

Our contribution in this work will focus on Teleexpertise i.e. proposing collaborative solutions for medical professionals using information systems supporting mobile technologies. Globally we want to propose solutions to solve the interoperability problem encountered in Teleexpertise act through the use of several devices such as mobile devices. The main actors collaborating in this telemedicine act are essentially medical professionals.In fact a medical professional called Requesting physician requests a remote medical professional called Required physician to seek advice or to share some information about patients. These solutions will permit to medical professionals to gain in efficiency because they could be reached anywhere and everywhere if they are equipped with mobile devices. Fig. 5 below shows a generic illustration of the act of teleexpertise:

In teleexpertise the medical professional sometimes had to seek advice about very profound issues in particularly problematic circumstances and under some time constraints. As said in DGOS (2012), the data sharing feature follows two implementation models:

• **Model of collaboration with strong coupling:**
  – Participants have a shared vision (in a paired exchange) of the same document from a main workstation.
  – Participants have an identical vision of a same document previously distributed locally on each workstation. The distributed application on each workstation provides a shared vision of this document by ensuring an identical simultaneous presentation.

• **Model of collaboration with weak coupling:**
  – Participants use the same application (Software as a service (SaaS) mode or Following pre-registration in an integral part of cloud-computing solutions) to access the same information and documents without a common view and the

---

1 Unified Modeling Language.
joint planning process (each actor can evolve in the document and be at the screen on a different page of the other actors involved in the Act).

French Telemedicine Committee identified five national priorities (DGOS, 2012) of telemedicine deployment, so our study will focus on these priorities. These five priorities are:

- Permanence of care in medical imaging
- Management of care for stroke
- Health of inmates
- Management of chronic diseases
- Care in medico-social structures

4.1. Communicating medical devices

According to DGOS (2012), there are two main types of devices which can be used in medical communication:

- Active implantable medical devices such as implantable cardioverter-defibrillators.

Fig. 4. FIPA Contract Net Protocol.
Non-implantable medical devices namely those with manual entry: touch screen terminal set up at the patient’s home or remote access via web interface (PC, Tablet, smartphone...) and components that are suitable for both mobile and fixed applications, including sensors and biomedical devices.

4.2. Our proposed model

In DGOS (2012), the authors give some generic specifications related to these five priorities cited above. Our proposition will related to the health of inmates. We propose an UML use case diagram that shows some main purposes of collaboration between medical professionals. Fig. 6 shows an illustration of our model. Our proposition will focus on the physical level and the transport and communication protocols level cited above, in other words technical interoperability.

We suppose that the data concerning a patient is already available on a server. In this model, the actors can use both mobile devices and PC. For example the requesting physician can use a mobile device such as a tablet or a PC to access a patient medical record. Also via an application he can request for an expertise. This requests is broadcasted to all the specified required physicians by a webserver. The required physicians can be notified of this request directly on their mobile device. So they can then intervene in the act of teleexpertise wherever they located if they accept the request. This step can be achieved by the principle used in FIPA Contract Net Protocol to contact the different participants. We will call this principle of FIPA Contract Net Protocol mFCNP for modified FIPA Contract Net Protocol. In this mFCNP we replace propose by accept which means that the corresponding medical professional accepts to participate in the current expertise act. This principal is illustrated in Fig. 7.

Here in our model the initiator is the server and the participants are the required physicians and the deadline specifies when the expertise act must be done. The communication purpose can be done via visioconference and also by sharing documents. Thus when the visioconference is chosen, the network layer can be dimensioned to support the visioconference according to the required quality of service. For more details about the required quality of service you can see DGOS (2012). In Fig. 8, we illustrate the communication between the actors in the act of teleexpertise by UML (uml) sequence diagrams.

Generally, this diagram shows the establishment of the communication between medical professionals. The intermediate device (A or B) are the devices used by the physicians in the act of teleexpertise. These devices can be smartphone, PC, or laptop. The ref mFCNP represents our modified Fipa Contract Protocol sequence diagram above. It permits to collect the answer of the physicians for the current request for expertise. Ref teleexpertise sequence diagram 2 (Fig. 9) illustrates the data exchange practices, the collection of medical professionals’ advices and the creation of report that will be used by the requesting physician to provide treatment according to consensual and reliable bases with the patient’s consent.

Concerning the transport layer, we propose to use web services for data exchange. And the format of data exchanged is XML (xml) because it has becoming an important standard in computer science, it was utilised as an import–export format in web services or other collaborative platforms (Figueroed and Dias, 2004). Therefore the designed architecture should be Service

---
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Oriented Architecture (SOA) using the SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) for exchanging structured information and communication between devices. The architecture of the proposed model is depicted in Fig. 10.

5. Results

The originality of our work is the fact that we integrate in our model a modified version of Fipa Contract Net Protocol. This protocol was originally introduced to guarantee a reliable collaboration between different participants which trying to
achieve the same goal. It allows to collect participants’ answers and in the same occasion it identifies the participant which don’t reply to the request. Since this protocol includes a deadline time, this time will specify the urgency of the action plan for needed services. It is fundamental for the quality of interaction that promotes the implementation of telemedicine activities with following the levels of priority listed in the contextualised plan.

The emergency telemedicine applications and their usage scenarios impose a number of requirements on the configuration and operation of the underlying network and the services it provides (e.g., data services) Mutafungwa et al., 2012. Our model satisfies four of these requirements namely:

- **Coverage**: The mains actors are equipped with mobile devices, so they can act wherever and whenever they are located. This guarantees the coverage requirement.
- **QoS guarantees and prioritisation**: We advice to follow the QoS specifications gave in DGOS (2012). So that the proposed model will meet the required QoS for telemedicine applications.
- **Mobility and roaming**: This requirement is guaranteed by mobility property of the mobile devices.
- **Service usability**: Our model reaches this requirement because we propose that the network layer can be dimensioned automatically according to the required QoS when a communication mode (visioconference or sharing document) is chosen.

The proposed system is not yet implemented. However with the used technologies such as SOAP relied on XML Information Set specifying message formats, it assumed to solve the syntactic interoperability issues of medical professionals acting for the inmates health. And also by the use of HTTPS\(^3\) protocol we guarantee a secure transportation of the data exchanged.

\(^3\) HyperText Transfer Protocol Secure.
As a result, with this solution the actors can use both mobile devices and PC to communicate the core information of a critical care management and to innovate with these new possibilities.

6. Discussion

In DGOS (2012) and Altran (2010), the authors gave some generic specifications of the implementation of telemedicine acts. In our work we proposed a solution of telexpertise for inmate health and show that this guarantees interoperability (message negotiation and transmission) between several types of devices by the use of SOAP protocol.

In the proposed model, the participants can achieve the act of telexpertise by using visioconference, sharing documents or both can be used during any activity. So particularly for the mobile devices there are two main types of application that can be run on these devices:

- Native applications: the type of application can easily be interfaced with the mobile devices hardware (camera, accelerometer, GPS, ...)
- Web App: they have limited access to some native features of the mobile devices such as orientation, geolocalisation, media, ...

Thus by the use of native applications instead of web app in telemedicine applications, the access to the mobile devices will be very efficient. Thus, logically, the qualities of the features associated with video, image and voice will be improved. Therefore the main health actors of telexpertise activities will have better quality of information and then be able to make more informed decisions.

7. Conclusion

Telemedicine represents an important field of interest that is growing increasingly with the use of new technologies. Telexpertise one of its acts in prison permits to reduce the cost of medical professionals movement to the prison or the transportation on inmates to hospitals.

The proposed solution shows a telexpertise system which permits to medical professional to collaborate easily and efficiently using both mobile devices and PCs.

By the usage of the SOAP protocol in the architecture, the solution will permit to several communicating devices to interoperate thanks to a good level of structured information specification in Web Services format. Our model reaches four of the Telemicine requirements specified in Mutafungwa et al. (2012). In other words, on the basis of the defined information framework, the proposed model checks coverage, QoS guarantees and prioritisation, mobility and roaming and service usability.

In future work we will focus on the semantic interoperability issue and argumentative reasoning for explaining medical decisions. We will develop the stage of formal ontology modelling to make explicit some semantic interoperability difficulties that are identified, providing a common framework for a semantically interoperable environment. Likewise, the semantic interoperability of medical information would enrich collaborative telemicine projects, pragmatic knowledge organisation and the management of medical emergencies. In telemicine practices (as with any medical practice) the activities are restricted by some legal and ethical constraints. Therefore, the efficient management of medical files and records is critical for any medical practice so that relevant information and patterns can be quickly retrieved. The argumentative reasoning formalises the elements of arguments underlying the decision-making processes as well as addressing the specific operational requirements that take into account the facts of contextual cases.
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